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This comment #2 resumes the analysis already presented in comment #1 up and
including § 3.1 (https://doi.org/10.5194/egusphere-2022-935-CC1). The numbering of
the remarks continues that of the previous tranche, but I will not propose examples of
linguistic editing here.

I confirm the impressions I gained from the the first part of the document analysis.
Definitely, the study has merit and deserves to be read. This community comment
contains remarks on content, to be considered whether in the positive or in the negative.
Principally, however, the recurrence of muddled paragraphs and equivocal sentences
amounts to a diffuse major hindrance that, it seems to me, routine copy-editing after
acceptance cannot fix. I am also afraid that the current state of the manuscript would
frustrate future efforts to replicate/reproduce the study. In the following the notation ‘R11’
means ‘remark 11’.

In my view and experience, fixing this drawback would require a conscious effort of the
authors’ to set a comprehensive terminology and rearrange the logical order of the
statements, so as to impart a definite forward dynamics to the reading experience. To
justify the case for such a thorough revision, therefore, I opted for a full-size effort of
scanning the text, explaining my perplexities, and sharing possibly useful interventions. I
hope that the resulting long read (and long write) proves, all in all, reasoned enough and
helpful enough in the interest of the general readership.

 

[23] 3.2 Analysis of Model Output 139-145

Regarding the passage

The wind influence on sea level can be obtained from the results of the TrNcZw and
TrNcPd GAMs. Once the linear regression coefficients are obtained between 1890 and
2020, the wind influence on sea level can be extended back to 1836, the beginning of the
20CRv3 atmospheric reanalysis. We estimate the wind-driven sea-level trend using a 3rd-
degree polynomial fit to the annual-mean data. Also, a spectral analysis is performed on
the detrended annual-mean data. The spectra are obtained using a multitaper method
(Lees and Park, 1995). To obtain the low-frequency wind influence on sea level, the
detrended annual-mean sea level data is smoothed using a local polynomial regression



(LOWESS, Cleveland and Devlin (1988)) with a window of 21 years that effectively
removes high-frequency variability.

Firstly, have you ever defined the ‘wind influence on sea level’? I have to look at Figure 3,
referenced later in Sec. 4.2, to confirm me in my mind that this quantity is a sea level
excursion measured in units of length. Further, how is wind influence computed from the
two model set-ups? This lack of clarity comes back in the Conclusion (R45 onwards),
which may well be the section many readers read first.

Secondly, I am a bit dazzled by a linear regression, a 3rd degree polynomial, a spectral
transform, and a smoothing pass showing up in the brief span of a paragraph fairly
abruptly. Unravelling the paragraph, I do appreciate that you match the beginning of the
wind influence series with the beginning of the wind-forcing series, filling the gap period
with a linear regression. Why, though? Do you make any parallel with wind-forcing data
afterwards? (Incidentally, the artefact of linear extrapolation over the period 1863-1890 is
evident in the polynomial trends of Figure 3b and deserves notice IMHO.) Also, is there a
difference between the ‘wind-driven sea-level trend’ and the trend of the ‘wind influence
on sea level’? If so, please explain; if not, please keep the terminology consistent. Also,
whose ‘annual-mean data’ are you using to draw the fit? Are the ‘detrended annual-mean
sea level data’, as mentioned in the text, the same thing as the wind influence, as
mentioned in Figure 3d?

Thirdly, regarding the spectrum, what do you define as ‘low’ frequency? Is it an
information that emerges from the data, and hence from the specific study, or an arbitrary
choice? How does this low-pass filter relate with/interact with your handling of the nodal
cycle (19.8 years)? Recall RRR. How does the choice of 21 years relate to the 30-year
smoothing window of § 3.1? Recall R16. Is there any wisdom about your GAM that is
useful to share regarding these windows; or is it sufficient that 30 years > 21 years; or
are those two time frames completely unrelated? Also, you used a clear physics-based
terminology for time frames (multidecadal etc…) and it is a pity to abandon it here.
(Addressing several of these points may pertain to the Discussion section.)

Finally, if the following paraphrase is a correct basis to discuss your methodology:

The GAM results obtained with the TrNcZw and TrNcPd regressors give two monthly time
series of the wind influence on the sea level in the period 1890-2020. The linear-
regression coefficients of these time series are then used to extrapolate the data back to
the beginning of the 20CRv3 atmospheric reanalysis in 1836. Finally, the annual averages
shown in Fig. 3a are used to analyse the wind influence in greater detail. Firstly, the trend
of the annual averages is computed with the 3rd-order polynomial fits shown in Fig. 3b.
Secondly, the multi-taper method for spectral analysis of Lees and Park, 1995 is applied to
the detrended annual averages. The resulting spectra in Fig. 3c feature a clear threshold
between oscillations of short and long period. Lastly, the LOWESS local polynomial
regression of Cleveland and Devlin (1988) is used to draw the smoothed variations around
the trend shown in Fig. 3d, where oscillations faster than 21 years have been removed.

I would then suggest to announce your intentions (why) before showcasing your toolbox
(how). Please note the pointers to the figure panels. A new figure with a flow chart of your
workflow could help assist the readers, also because you intend to share the code and I
presume that this will contain several subroutines/modules attending to each above task.

[24] 3.2 Analysis of Model Output 146-149

Using our four statistical models, we obtain the background sea-level trend. As a next
step, the rate of SLR is obtained from differentiating these estimated smooth sea-level
trends. The rates of SLR resulting from the different models do not include the same



physical processes. TrNcZw and TrNcPd do not include the contribution from wind and
nodal effects and TrNc does not include nodal effects while Tr includes all processes.

This is another occasion to adopt a clearer distinction between model and set-ups (or
equivalent). Recall R13. Then, is the ‘background sea-level trend’ a new item in addition
to the quantities presented in the paragraph just above? Is such a ‘background sea-level
trend’ the direct output of your four set-ups as I read now, or do you process that output
exactly as described in the previous paragraph?

The paragraph should be tightened up: one tip may be ‘do not include’ → ‘exclude’.

[25] 3.3 Uncertainty Computation 151-173

These two paragraphs

To estimate our models from the data, we use a generic method for likelihood-based
estimation of GAM (Wood, 2020). It treats the unknown noise terms as independent
identically distributed normal random variables. However, checks of the residuals reveal
that they are serially correlated, so the independence assumption is not warranted. This
does not invalidate the method: since only marginal parameters are estimated, the
estimator is consistent under weak assumptions on the dependence; see Section 2 of Cox
and Reid (2004). 

However, serial dependence of the noise affects the covariance of the estimated model
parameters, so for deriving confidence intervals and for testing hypotheses, we must
account for it. Our estimator for the rate of SLR (the finite difference of the smooth spline
estimate of the variation in sea level) is particularly sensitive to low-frequency
components of the noise. Our error analysis must account for these subtle aspects of
serial dependence. Therefore, we apply a parametric bootstrap method based on the noise
spectrum, similar to the Wild Bootstrap version of the technique in Kirch and Politis
(2011): we estimate the noise spectrum, using the same method as described in the
previous section, and generate random instances of the gaussian process having this
spectrum. From these, we obtain instances of the sea level time series by adding the
estimates of the non-random terms. Then we apply the GAM-based estimator for our
models to each of these instances to obtain an estimate of the rate of SLR. This sample of
estimates is used to derive the error statistics and to test hypotheses.

invite substantial streamlining. It is difficult to keep track of what leads to what, also
because you do not lean on equations; recall R15. I paraphrase the test closely to signal
the questions that the current formulation elicits. I understood that:

- You chose to fit the GAMs to the data using a standard methodology based on the
likelihood estimation (I’d say one estimates the parameters in order to fit a model to data,
as opposed to estimating a model). The residuals, however, contain serially correlated
noise (Do you provide any grounding for this?), whereby the i.i.d. normal random
variables implied in the likelihood estimation are not well posed. You deem this to be a
minor violation of the fit methodology insofar as, firstly, the parameters you estimate
(Which? How many?) are marginal (Please explain what do you mean for marginal? You
will have a mixed readership) and, secondly, some weak (What do you take to be weak?)
dependence (Of what on what?) makes the likelihood-based estimator consistent (So what
insights does consistency help retain in your explanation, in the face of this violation?).

- Nonetheless, the serial correlation of the noise terms (How many do you have by the
way?) affects the covariance of the model parameters, which is needed to determine
confidence intervals and test hypotheses (Are you going to do the latter? Why not to
present a plan of what you aim at first?). Then, you explain incidentally how the SLR rate



is computed, but this is best placed in Sec 3.2, right when you introduced the SLR rate.

- Suddenly enough, you identify another pain point in the sensitivity of SLR rates to low-
frequency noise without having closed the issue of confidence intervals and hypothesis-
testing, and without explaining the current threshold for low frequencies. Does it arise
from a feature of statistics or from the finite differencing? Is one of the periods of 21 or 30
years you have used? Recall R13 and R23.

- Then, you say you must account for subtle effects, which sounds reasonable, while I
would be keener on reading which undesired effects that you want to remove and which
explaining capabilities you want to maintain. Sensitivity to correct things is not a bad
thing.

- In the same paragraph, you suddenly turn to the noise spectrum (Is this noise the sum
of all noise terms you spoke about earlier?). Are you using the same multi-taper
methodology as the previous section or the new bootstrap method? And you reconstruct
this spectrum with random instances of Gaussian processes (Are those expected to be
i.i.d. too? What advantage do you expect from the bootstrap method?). Or do you perhaps
generate many random time series of noise that have the same spectrum as the original
serially correlated noise, and then sum this to a deterministic part borrowed from the
GAM? How many time series per model set-up you are dealing here with? And do you
apply the GAM once again after this latest sum, so as it looks? How many times do you
run the GAMs then? Is an iterative procedure involved here?

- Then, the section finishes abruptly here. I come away with the impression that you
wanted to fix a lot of relevant things without presenting in an orderly fashion the nature
and facets of the issues ahead, the expected impact on the future evaluations, and the
adequacy of your workflow to forestall these limitations. The exposition is too unglued to
enable me to express a judgement on the ensuing discussion, let alone to encourage me
to dig deeper in the code.

I suggest rephrasing the whole Section 3 by announcing first the general guarantees you
want to offer and then how the methodology delivers these. On so doing, IMHO, you
stimulate an effortless curiosity to look into the results coming next. Would you also mind
it to add some formulas, whether in the body of the manuscript or in the Appendix (R15),
and a figure with the flow chart of your methodology? This will help organize this section
greatly.

[26] Figure 2. 

Comparison of the annual tide gauge data averaged over 6 tide gauges along the Dutch
coast with three Generalised Additive Models (Tr, TrNc, TrNcZw)

Would you make the figure wider to accommodate for all four setups? This is perhaps the
first time that you say that the tide gauge data of the six stations are averaged. Recall R8.

[27] 4 Results - 4.1 Comparison of the Different GAMs 176-182

The GAM progressively better fits the data, measured by the deviance (Tbl. 1), as the
complexity of the model increases (e.g., the number of predictive variables increases),
measured by the number of degrees of freedom (Tbl. 1). The deviance is used to compare
generalised linear models and is a generalisation of the sum of squares of residuals used
to compare linear regression models (Wood, 2020). Including the nodal cycle reduces the
deviance by 12%, and including the wind further reduces the deviance by an additional
37% for TrNcPd to 58% for TrNcZw iInmplying that the best fit is obtained for TrNcZw.
The improved fit for TrNcZw could be explained by the fact that here the local zonal wind



is used, whereas for TrNcPd, a simplification of large-scale zonal wind is used.

Another paragraph, containing interesting results, to reorganize and streamline.

[28] 4 Results - 4.1 Comparison of the Different GAMs 183-186

The resulting fits can be seen in Fig. 2. When more predictive variables for the wind are
included in the model, like the meridional wind or wind taken at multiple locations in the
North Sea, the deviance can be further reduced. However, the increased degrees of
freedom increase the standard error in estimating the trend (not shown). Therefore, we
find that using only one predictive variable for the wind is the best choice for estimating
the sea-level trend.

What is the rationale of not showing (in a compact way) that more degrees of freedom
worsen the quality of the trend? I imagine the scholars interested in your study and in its
application to their basins of choice would appreciate a feel how an excessive quest for
many regressors can let things go wrong. (A kind of overfitting, even though we do not
have a training and testing set here.)

Also, does it make more sense to say that a single predictive variable is the best choice to
estimate the wind influence only, rather than the sea-level trend? Recall that Tr for trend
is just one of the four set-ups you are considering. So when you use the word ‘trend’ I
tend to think of that particular set-up, Tr. Therefore, if you aim to improve the trend
seeking good regressors (as I read), it is not correct to call the baseline model Trend too.
All set-ups produce trends, as one sees in Fig.4. So please clarify your terminology
(background, trend, influence, variability, etc.) and apply that consistently everywhere ---
this is of paramount important for getting the message across. This remarks extends R13.

Also please recall R9, and the fact that, in a shallow coast, bathymetry is a definite driver
of (tidal and wind-driven) motion, the more so in constrained basins like estuaries and
fringe basins, as applicable to the Netherlands.

[29] Figure 3

Comparison of the wind influence on sea level along the Dutch coast obtained from two
different regressors: average zonal wind of the 6 tide gauge stations (TrNcZw) and the
pressure difference between the Northern and Southern boxes (TrNcPd) of Figure 1. (a)
Time series of annual averages. (b) Trend computed using a 3rd-degree polynomial fit
with linear trend values over the first half and the second half of the total period. (c)
Spectra obtained using a multitaper method (Lees and Park, 1995). Both the detrended
time series (solid lines) and the detrended and smoothed time series (dashed lines) are
shown. Smoothing is obtained from a LOWESS method with a window of 21 years. (d)
Smoothed time series.

Please keep on using dashed lines for detrended-and-smoothed time series. According to
the figure title, panel (d) regards detrended-and-smoothed time series, a name which
does not feature in the caption. The caption can be streamlined and the repetitions with
respect to the body of the text should be kept to a minimum.

[30] 4 Results - 4.2 Wind Influence on Sea Level 188-197

Figure 3a shows the resulting wind influence on sea level, where the large interannual
variability stands out. From these annual-mean time series, we estimate the wind-driven
sea-level trend as is shown in Fig. 3b. For the second period, 1928-2020, the wind-driven
trend is 0.12 mm/yr and 0.15 mm/yr for respectively TrNcZw and TrNcPd. Long-term
strengthening of the zonal wind has increased the sea level along the coast of the



Netherlands. This long-term strengthening of the zonal wind is consistent with the
observed northward shift and increased speed of the jet stream, which could be due to a
decreasing temperature gradient between the North Pole and the equator at the height of
the tropopause (Fig. 7d and 9d from Hallam et al. (2022)). A long-term influence of
atmospheric drivers (zonal and meridional wind and surface pressure) was found earlier
for the period 1953-2003 (Fig. 2c from Dangendorf et al. (2014a)), but our results are in
contradiction with the atmospheric-driven sea-level drop over the period 1900-2011 found
by the same authors. This could be due to an update in the atmospheric reanalysis
(20CRv3 instead of 20CRv2).

Where is the long-term strengthening of the zonal wind evident in your study so far? If I
follow the text literally, you are assuming from the outset that an explanation of your
model results exists, instead of showing that your evidence correlates with the proposed
explanation. I consider this argumentation, or at least the way it delivered, weak. The
Discussion section, and not the Results, is the appropriate part of the manuscript to
contrast your results with the existing literature in ample detail.

[31] 4 Results - 4.2 Wind Influence on Sea Level 198-206

After removing the trend from the data in Fig. 3a, a spectral analysis is performed (Fig.
3c). The spectra of the wind-impact on sea level obtained using both TrNcZw and TrNcPd
have a similar shape, but the total variance is larger for TrNcZw compared to TrNcPd
which is a result of the larger interannual variability of TrNcZw as shown in Fig. 3a. For
both methods, there is more energy in the signal for periods larger than two decades than
for smaller periods. Therefore, the signals are smoothed using a local polynomial
regression (LOWESS, Cleveland and Devlin (1988)) with a window of 21 years that
effectively removes high-frequency variability (dashed lines in Fig. 3c). The resulting
detrended and smoothed time series, Fig. 3d, show that low-frequency wind variability can
raise or drop sea level by over 2 cm over a period of 2 to 5 decades. In App. A, this low-
frequency variability lags low-frequency sea-surface temperatures in the North Atlantic
that have a similar pattern as the Atlantic Multidecadal Variability.

You do not need to repeat any information given in the Methods, especially its details.
Again, the separate Appendix overburdens the reader with the task to walk the data-
methods-results ladder once again. (R12.)

[32] Figure 4. (a–d) 

The rates of SLR were obtained for four different statistical models. A window of three
years is used, so the rates cannot be computed for the first and last years of the time
series. The period shown here is 1891 to 2019. The dashed lines show the 5th and 95th
percentiles of the uncertainty range computed from a parametric bootstrap method.
Numbers in grey under the curves indicate the mean rates for four different periods
([1900-1919], [1920-1939], [1940-1959], [2000-2019]) (e) Median sea level rates. (f)
Standard error of the sea level rates.

Where does this time frame of 3 years come from? Why is that necessary?

Then,in panel (e) please use the same y-axis range as panels (a-d). In the y-axis please
use SLR, which you have already defined: panel (f) will benefit from the gain in
typesetting space and panel (e) can accommodate for ‘median SLR’. (Although the
interpretation is obvious here, you might want to use a dotted line to indicate the
uncertainty range, once you have used dashed line for detrended-and-smoothed results.)

[33] 4 Results - 4.3 Rates of SLR 208-213



The rates of SLR obtained from differentiating the estimated smooth sea-level trend from
each of the four models are shown in Fig. 4. Reduction of uncertainty is generally the main
motivation for removing variability due to known atmospheric drivers from the sea-level
trend (Dangendorf et al., 2014a). The rate of change from TrNc has lower uncertainty
than the rate from Tr. Including the zonal wind (TrNcZw) as a predictive variable further
decreases the uncertainty, whereas including the pressure difference (TrNcPd) increases
the uncertainty again. The standard error in estimating the trend is larger at the time
series’ start and end because there are fewer constraints than in the middle of the time
series.

Please refer to panels of Figure 4. See R24 for an example.

[34] 4 Results - 4.3 Rates of SLR 214-225

In addition to reducing the uncertainty, the wind also influences the rate of SLR itself.
Both TrNcZw and TrNcPd have lower rates in the first part of the 20th century compared
to Tr and TrNc. From the 1960s onward, the rates of SLR of TrNcZw and TrNcPd increase
rapidly. The TrNcZw model has the smallest standard error and estimates the largest rate
of SLR over recent decades, which reached 3.0[2.4−3.5] mm/yr over the period
2000-2019. For this model, the rate of SLR over periods before the acceleration in the
1960s is 1.8[1.4 − 2.3] mm/yr over the period 1900-1920, 1.7[1.3 − 2.0] mm/yr over
the period 1920-1940 and 1.5[1.1 − 1.8] mm/yr over the period 1940-1960. Table 2
shows for the different GAMs the probability (the p-value) that the estimated rate
difference between the periods 2000-2019 and a previous period (1900-1919, 1920-1939
and 1940-1959) would exceed the rate difference found in this study if the sea level had
changed at a constant rate. For the Tr model, we find probabilities between 5 and 23% for
the different periods. Having more predictive variables in the GAM decreases these
probabilities. For the TrNC model, the probability is 14% when compared with the period
1900-1919 due to the higher rates of SLR of this model at the beginning of the 20th
century. However, for the other periods, we find probabilities of 1%, implying that finding
these rate differences would be very unlikely if there would have been no acceleration
(Mastrandrea et al., 2011).

This key paragraph is quite additive in its arrangement. Please lead the reader through it
by reorganizing and streamlining its moving parts.

[35] 4 Results - 4.3 Rates of SLR 226-230

For the TrNcZw model, we find probabilities of 0% for all periods, and in the TrNcPd
model, we find probabilities smaller than 5% and only 1% when compared with the period
1940-1959. These probabilities indicate that an acceleration of SLR is virtually certain
(Mastrandrea et al., 2011). We conclude that along the coast of the Netherlands, the sea
level has accelerated since the 1960s, but this acceleration has been masked by wind-field
and nodal-tide variations. This agrees with the global mean sea level that has accelerated
since the 1960s (Dangendorf et al., 2019).

The commentary of Table 2 should probably take a single paragraph of its own.

A question arises about how such masking and the effect of human interventions in the
Scheldt estuary, Ems estuary and Wadden Sea relate one with another. Recall R9.

[36] 4 Results - 4.3 Rates of SLR 231-236

All models indicate a decrease in the rate of SLR from the beginning of the 20th century
until about 1960", with a minimum in the 1940s for Tr and TrNc and in the 1960s for
TrNcZw and TrNcPd. This decreasing rate of SLR could be due to the strong Arctic



warming from 1900 to 1930, followed by an Arctic cooling from 1930 to 1970 (Fig. 4,
Bokuchava and Semenov (2021)).

This could have influenced sea level through glacier mass loss followed by gain or local
steric sea level changes. Since the local sea-level budget is not closed before 1950
(Frederikse et al., 2020), we can only speculate about the causes of the drop in the rate of
SLR.

Please mention what the physical boundaries of the budget area are. What do you mean
for local/regional? Dutch coastal waters, North Sea, etc.?

[37] §5 Discussion 237-242

Estimating the trend, nodal cycle and atmospheric processes underlying the wind influence
on sea level using the GAM allows for avoiding a priori assumptions about the sea-level
trend, like having a linear or quadratic shape, while performing the regression analysis.
Thereby, the rate of SLR can be computed as a time-evolving variable over the whole
observational period contrary to being calculated as a constant over an arbitrary period as
was done in Calafat and Chambers (2013); Steffelbauer et al. (2022). 

Recall R28. Do you estimate one trend or as many trends as there are model set-ups?

[38] §5 Discussion 242-243

In addition, we propose a careful uncertainty analysis accounting for serially dependent
unexplained fluctuations, which is used to evaluate the strength of evidence for an
acceleration. 

It is not clear from the passage whether this uncertainty analysis has been presented
already or is coming next. There is no doubt that a recap and commentary of the
uncertainly analysis are appropriate in this section on Discussion. (IMHO, the section on
Results should only contain the dry results and show how they naturally proceed from the
Methods. The line of reasoning then gains a strong forward dynamics.)

[39] §5 Discussion 243-248

These two elements help to avoid framing the problem of acceleration detection as binary.
This is important when advising decision-makers: significance testing based on ad hoc
models like a broken line trend may lead to a paradigm shift from a steady rate of SLR in
one year to an accelerating rise a few years later, as demonstrated by the results in
(Calafat and Chambers, 2013; Steffelbauer et al., 2022). To our best knowledge, the GAM
has not been applied to estimate trends and acceleration in sea-level data before, and we
believe it could help solve similar acceleration detection problems in regions other than
the coast of the Netherlands.

I completely support the idea that decision makers can have great benefit from the time-
varying representation of SLR that you are proposing. However, considering that you are
focussing on a local/regional scale, I would suggest to put a little more effort in explaining
how/where regional drivers (and, for this exercise, the situation of the Netherlands) end
up to be represented in your model. This may be of general interest for the readers who
start to think about the application of this method to their own coastal basins. I have
commented on something close to this in R9, R28.

I also reuse a tip I often received: to the best of our knowledge is the appropriate
idiomatic expression (L 246). Help to avoid (L 243) should be help avoid.



[40] §5 Discussion 249-258

When removing the wind influence from the sea-level observations, the underlying
assumption is that this influence is only due to natural variability and that there is no
structural change due to anthropogenic forcing. However, as we find a wind-driven trend
over the entire period of study 1836-2020 from both the zonal wind and pressure
difference model, the trend could also continue in the future. We do not know of any study
investigating the possible cause of this trend. If it is caused by climate change due to
anthropogenic forcing, it would be reasonable to expect it to continue in the future.
Otherwise, if it is caused by natural variability, it might reverse. Most of the CMIP5 and
CMIP6 ensembles do not show a systematic trend associated with wind influence on sea
level in the North Sea, not over the historical period or in future scenarios. So, they either
miss the process driving the trend in the observations, or the trend in the comments has
to be attributed to natural variability. In each case, the magnitude of around 0.15 mm/yr
over the historical period is small enough compared to other sources of uncertainty to
neglect it when making sea level projections on time scales of more than several decades.

I presume that the essence of this paragraph is: you cannot offer guarantees as to how
your model performs with predictions, principally because distinguishing the natural and
anthropogenic components of the wind forcing is a known difficulty. I am not so sure I got
it right, however, for example because I fear that you refer to past trend and future trend
interchangeably. I found this entire paragraph hard to follow and hence to assess. Please
edit.

[41] §5 Discussion 259-262

If the time lag found between North Atlantic SST and wind influence on sea level as
described in App. A was found to be physical or if the SST signal could be skillfully
forecasted, this relation could provide a source of predictability for the deviation between
sea level along the Dutch coast and large-scale drivers (e.g. glacier and ice sheet mass
loss, global steric…) at the decadal time scale.

The more I read about Appendix A in the body of the manuscript, the more score points
gains the suggestion of incorporating Appendix A into the body of the manuscript. Recall
R12, R31. I also understand that the focus of this section on Discussion has moved
towards the subject of predictions. Why not create separate subsections on the diagnostic
and predictive capabilities of your model?

[42] §5 Discussion 263-265

From the daily to the interannual time scale, the wind influence on sea level in shallow
seas is well understood by the barotropic theory of the interplay between the Coriolis
force, pressure gradient and surface wind stress (equation 3 from Mangini et al. (2021)). 

In contrast, my understanding is that flow in shallow seas strictly requires consideration
of the bed shear stress. In environmental fluid dynamics, a sea not subject to significant
bed actions loses the qualification of shallowness. (Of course, there are process in shallow
waters that are not shallow flows.) This motivates the care that should be taken to
acknowledge at least/include at most what happened to the Dutch coastal waters in the
period 1890-2000. Recall R9.

[43] §5 Discussion 265-269

On the multidecadal time scale, as investigated in this study, it is possible that the
physical mechanism underpinning the relation between wind and sea level also involves
steric sea level change (Chen et al., 2014). In particular, baroclinic signals in the deep



ocean propagating as a volume flux on shallow seas (Bingham and Hughes, 2012; Calafat
et al.,2012). However, since we use the large interannual variability to define the
regression coefficient, we think these coefficients mostly reflect the barotropic wind
influence.

Regarding the last concluding remark, I would appreciate, beside the sheer assertion of
what you think, a short explanation of why you think that. Then, I cannot easily grasp
whether you are talking about water or wind. In particular, the attribution ‘baroclinic’
seems to associate with water, while ‘barotropic’ with wind. Are you leveraging a notion
that wind does not drag the deep layers of the ocean into the Dutch coastal waters, not
even over the decades? Please streamline and clarify.

[44] §5 Discussion 270-279

We find a strong increase in the rate of SLR between the 1960s and 2000s (Fig. 4). From
2000 onward, the standard error of the rate of SLR increases strongly, and it is uncertain
whether the increase of the rate persists. A potential application to this increase would be
the extrapolation of the observed rate into the near future. This method was recently used
as an additional line of evidence for future sea-level rise by Sweet et al. (2022). Based on
Fig. 4c, assuming a constant rate of 3 mm/yr from 20000 onwards, we arrive at a rise of
0.3 m between 2000 and 2100, which is slightly higher than the rise over the 20th
century. However, assuming a constant acceleration of 1.5/25= 0.06 mm/yr 2 (as inferred
from the trend in sea level rate over 1975-2000 in Fig. 4c), we obtain a rise of 0.6 m,
from 2000 to 2100, which is twice the rise without acceleration. Given the complexity of
changes in the various drivers of global SLR, it would be naive to assume that the
acceleration will remain constant during the remainder of this century. However, these
crude extrapolations illustrate the practical significance of our estimates of the local rates
of SLR and the importance of obtaining the evolution of these rates over time.

If you place the last sentence at the beginning of the paragraph, you have an example of
how stating the paragraph topic at the outset and elaborating on it afterwards greatly
helps speed reading. ‘20000’ in L274 should be 2000.

[45] §6 Conclusions 281-282

In this study, we estimate the sea-level trend and the influence of the nodal cycle and
wind on sea level along the coast of the Netherlands. 

I am often confused by how you use the term “influence” physically. Is this a part of the
sea-level rise, thus a quantity measured in meters? Or is it another physical quantity that
is an agency of sea level rise, and thus has appropriate units of measure? In other words:
when you say to “estimate the influence of X and Y”, are you consistently referring to the
components of sea level rise that can be explained as an effect of X and Y, that is SLRX
and SLRY? Or to the statistical analysis of X and Y as the predictive variables of your
model? This confusion is also sustained by the ensuing remarks.

[46] §6 Conclusions 282-283

We used the average of the observations from six tide gauges and zonal wind and
atmospheric pressure at sea level from two reanalysis data sets. 

This is eventually clear here, but should be announced much earlier on in the manuscript
and not in the figure captions. See R8. (The sentence could also be streamlined
linguistically.)

[47] §6 Conclusions 283-284



Using a set of four GAMs, we estimated the trend using B-splines functions and the wind
influence using linear regression. 

Did you estimate one trend or four trends? Then, do you estimate the wind influence with
linear regression or with a 3rd order polynomial, as in Fig. 3b?

[48] §6 Conclusions 284-285

The four models include either no predictive variables, only the nodal cycle, and,
additionally, either zonal wind or pressure gradient as predictive variables. 

I would advocate again the distinction between model (one type, GAM) and set-ups
(several implementations). I interpret the passage above as: The predictive variables in
the four model set-ups are either none;oronly thenodal cycle;orthe nodal cycle and
eitherthezonal wind orthepressure gradient.

[49] §6 Conclusions 285-287

We find that using only one predictive variable for the wind best estimates the sea-level
trend. The deviance is reduced when more predictive variables are added to the GAM,
reducing by 12% for adding the nodal cycle and another 37 to 59% for adding the wind.

I interpret the above as Adding predictive variables to the GAM reduces the deviance by
12% in the case of the nodal cycle and by another 37 to 59% in the case of the two wind
variables. A single predictive variable for the wind estimates the sea-level trend best.

[50] §6 Conclusions 288-290

We obtain the wind influence on sea level using the two GAMs that include a wind
predictive variable (TrNcZw and TrNcPd). Obtaining the wind influence with two different
approaches shows the method’s robustness as both methods lead to similar conclusions. 

The passage strengthens the case to distinguish models and set-ups: in the second
sentence a certain one method appears to be robust because two certain methods are
similar. Also, one may argue that you have two wind influences and that you aim to select
one which has the most desirable statistical properties and hence is the most trustworthy.
Beside terminology, I recommend to revise the use of the singular/plural number all over.

[51] §6 Conclusions 290-291

We find a long-term sea-level rise due to wind forcing of 0.12 mm/yr or 0.15 mm/yr for
1928-2020, depending on the used model. 

I presume that the sea-level rise due to wind forcing is another definition of wind
influence. The section on methods should present your terminology of choice once for all,
so that the reader has not to wonder or backtrack the line of reasoning so often.

[52] §6 Conclusions 291-296

The long-term strengthening of the zonal wind is consistent with an observed northward
shift and jet stream strengthening (Hallam et al., 2022). Also, we find a low-frequency
wind variability which can rise or drop sea level by about 1 cm over 2 to 5 decades. We
find that it is related to multi-decadal sea surface temperature variations in the North
Atlantic with a similar pattern as the Atlantic Multidecadal Variability. The correlation
between SST in the northern part of the North Atlantic and the multidecadal wind-driven
sea-level variability can be understood as smaller SST values increase the meridional



temperature gradient and strengthen the jet stream (Hallam et al., 2022).

See R30. The shift of the story line towards the zonal wind is quite abrupt in this
paragraph that privileged sea levels. Many readers will probably read these conclusions
first. A new topic probably deserves a paragraph on its own. In particular, the emphasis
given to the low-frequency wind variability strengthens the case to move Appendix A into
the body of the manuscript (R12, R31, R41). I value that your model unlocks new
possibilities to unveil relationships between unsteady forcing and unsteady effects.
However, tucking the arguments in an appendix looks a bit like “throwing the stone and
hiding the hand”. Appendix A is surely worth being integrated in the bulk of the work and
emphasised as these conclusions do. See also R53 next.

[53] §6 Conclusions 296-298

In summary, we find both a long-term SLR as well as a multidecadal sea-level variability
due to wind forcing which are both connected to changes in the jet stream through various
mechanisms (Hallam et al., 2022).

If I paraphrase this correctly, your contribution is that the changes in the jet stream have
influenced, through various mechanisms, both the long-term development and the
multidecadal variability of the SLR along the Dutch coast. This sounds to me as a
significant contribution, which is a bit overshadowed by the title. What are such various
mechanisms that you have elucidated, though? The abstract (16-18) does not announce
the influence on long-term development, while it does emphasise the SST, unlike the
conclusions. Please clarify what the main take-home messages are and present them with
even emphasis across the manuscript.

Regarding the jet stream, please recall R30.

[54] §6 Conclusions 299-305

After obtaining the sea-level trend using the four GAMs, we obtain the rate of SLR by
differentiating the trend. This results in new insight into the evolution of the rate of SLR
along the coast of the Netherlands over the observational period. The rates of SLR,
excluding the influence of the wind, are lower at the beginning of the 20th century and
larger at the beginning of the 21st century. Our best-fitting model yields a rate of SLR,
excluding nodal and wind effects, of 3.0[2.4 − 3.5] mm/yr over 2000-2019 compared to
1.8[1.4 − 2.3] mm/yr in 1900-1919 and 1.5[1.1 − 1.8] mm/yr in 1940-1959. The
probability (the p-value) of finding a rate difference between 1940-1959 and 2000-2019
equal to the one we found when there would not have been an acceleration is smaller than
1%. From these results, we conclude that an acceleration of SLR is virtually certain. 

Here it is important to clarify what you mean with ‘excluding the influence of the wind’,
since the previous paragraph invites one to think that you may have gained new insights
into long-term and multidecadal scales separately. So, what do you exclude the wind
influence (defined as...) from?

The paragraph could surely be streamlined linguistically. (Also my remarks could,
admittedly, but I trust that the manuscript contains a more long-lasting contribution to the
field which justifies its revision and editing.)

[55] §6 Conclusions 305-308

Also, we find, for the first time, that the acceleration of SLR along the coast of the
Netherlands started in the 1960s. This aligns with global SLR observations and
expectations based on a physical understanding of SLR related to global warming (Fox-



Kemper et al., 2021; Dangendorf et al., 2019).

Kudos for identifying the SLR speed up. However, the point of alignment with global
evidences suggests an incomplete inference. It is fine to have subtracted astronomical and
meteorological influences from the sea level signal. Yet, since the water level
measurements along the Dutch coast have been averaged spatially and since you overlook
the influence on the local sea levels caused by considerable human interventions on the
coastal bathymetry, you arguably conflate global and local contributions. These local
contributions may have followed the global contributions passively, or have emphasised it,
or have dampened it. Each of these outcomes may have prevailed over different time
frames in the period under investigation. Perhaps, the acceleration of SLR in the
Netherlands was delayed, or perhaps assisted.

In other words: an alignment of wind-and-tide-free observations with global observations
does support the inference that global warming has had an effect in the Netherlands. Yet,
it does not leave global warming as the only driver of change, unless companion effects
are ruled out positively. Since the passage justly emphasise physical understanding, the
reader should be alerted about the physics-based local circumstances lurking in your
model.

[56] §6 Conclusions 308-309

Furthermore, we explain that the acceleration of SLR along the Dutch coast has been
difficult to detect due to the masking of the acceleration by wind-field and nodal-tide
variations.

I would appreciate to read which passage in your line of reasoning explains this. Or is this
a general benefit of your methodology? Also, did you comment explicitly on the variation
of the nodal tide itself, as I infer from your sentence? Recall R18.

========================================================
========

This completes the first analysis of the manuscript, excluding the Appendix and the
supplemental material, and concludes comment #2.

Thank you for your reading.
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